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Kate Bugeja
Arts Administrator, Maitland Regional Art Gallery
26
Stockton
Lives with partner Craig and boxer dog Chad

BACKGROUND
After completing a Bachelor of Arts with majors in Art History
and Cultural Studies at the University of Melbourne, Kate
pursued her passion for the arts working with commercial
galleries, auction houses, large scale public museums and
not-for-profits both nationally and internationally.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Kate joins the Maitland Regional Art Gallery team after
working with Art Fairs Australia who launched the inaugural
Sydney Contemporary Art Fair in 2013. As Fair Coordinator
Kate was an integral part of the team that developed
Sydney’s new international art fair which took place at
Carriageworks from 19 -22 September 2013 and welcomed
over 80 leading Australian and international galleries
spanning 4 continents and 11 countries. Showcasing work by
emerging and established artists from leading Australian and
international galleries the Fair welcomed over 28,000 visitors
over a 4 day period.
Kate has also worked with international auction house
Christie’s in their flagship London branch and Menzies Art
Brands in Melbourne.

IN HER OWN WORDS

COMMITTEE
CHAIRPERSON: Rosemary Keegan
VICE CHAIRPERSON: Gail Johnston
SECRETARY: Gena Parker
TREASURER: Jean-Paul Ruellé
NEWSLETTER SECRETARY: Catherine Kingsmill
GENERAL COMMITTEE MEMBERS:

Elizabeth McLaughlin, Penny Lee
PATRON: Robyn Parker MP
COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE: Loretta Baker
MRAG REPRESENTATIVE: Brigette Uren

ARTEL ON-LINE

“I could not imagine working in a better industry!... I consider
myself incredibly lucky to have been fortunate enough
to carve out a career surrounded by incredibly talented
individuals and dynamic thinkers and look forward to working
with and learning from the fantastic team here at MRAG.
I have a particular passion for all things contemporary and
love to keep track of up and coming artists who are pushing
boundaries and introducing new concepts to their audiences.
I am particularly excited to be able to work alongside artists
here at the gallery, witnessing their vision become reality
within the gallery walls.
I look forward to meeting the gallery’s fantastic supporter
base over the coming months and working with the team to
bring the 2014 cultural program to life.“

If you are interested in getting ARTEL on-line only please contact MRAG reception. You will also
receive flyers and brochures regarding exhibition openings, art classes and excursions by email.

ARTEL ON-LINE
Art Gallery and Gallery Shop hours: Tuesday - Sunday 10am - 5pm | 230 High St Maitland NSW 2320 | 02 4934 9859 | mrag.org.au
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autumn exhibitions

BY kim blunt

• Simone Paterson with 108: everything, nothing and infinity in
the Art Factory (exhibition dates 30 May – 17 August 2014),
• Gail Burrows and Vivienne Dadour with the thought-provoking
exhibition Displaced which focuses on the notion of relocation,
belonging and remembrance and delves deep into the
history of the Greta Migrant Camp and those who lived there
(exhibition dates 4 July – 21 September 2014),
• In an ongoing theme of migration, the exhibition A trio of
trespassers showcases the artwork of three artists who each
have relocated to the Hunter region from three different
countries. In this exhibition Andy Devine, Annemarie Murland
What are some ways the MRAG exhibition program support
Hunter based artists?
In March MRAG will unveil its autumn program with the launch
of six new exhibitions and a host of events and programs built
in to support these exhibitions and to encourage interaction
and engagement with the exhibitions, the art gallery and the
community.
Of these exhibitions, two are solo shows from Hunter - based artists
(Tallulah Cunningham and Brett Alexander), one is a group show
of international artists but guided by a team of dedicated Maitland
photographers (Maitland International Salon of Photography);
one is an exhibition of Hunter based school children (Showcase)
and our only ‘outsider’ in this group of shows is an exhibition by
Sydney-based photographer (Mark Tedeschi). Finally Groovin is an
exhibition celebrating the story of the music festival Groovin the
Moo, now a nationwide music festival which has its roots firmly

and Kiera O’Toole each interpret how they, as ‘the trespasser’,
view their new home (exhibition dates 11 July – 14 September),
• Reflections of life and landscape is an exhibition by
Paterson- based artist Judy Henry in which she continues to
mine the notion of self-reflection, her past, her future and
everything in between (exhibition dates 4 July – 14 September),
• The much-loved exhibition FACE 2014 is an annual exhibition
by our local school students from Kindergarten to Year 10. This
year’s theme is ‘about face’ and features remarkable images
created by our local young artists (exhibition dates 22 August –
2 November 2014).
The MRAG exhibition program is further augmented with
exhibitions developed from the MRAG collection as well as
exhibitions curated in-house featuring a number of local, state
and national figures within the art world. Because of MRAG’s high
standing in the art gallery networks MRAG is also able to tap into

planted in Maitland.

a rich source of touring exhibitions such as the always popular

We are fortunate to live in a region where we have a rich, diverse

– 6 July 2014, a dynamic exhibition that represents the diversity and

and exciting cultural mix with which we can draw and design our
exhibition program around.
Other artists featured in the MRAG 2014 program who hail from
the Hunter region include:

ArtExpress, which MRAG will host again this year from 23 May
talents of artists emerging from our local and statewide high schools.
So if you find yourself wondering how you too can support local
artists, I hope you can come along and see these and all the other
wonderful exhibitions MRAG is privileged to host.
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autumn exhibitions

(above) John Ogburn, Mullet on newspaper, 1978, oil on canvas
60 x 70cm, Private Collection © John Ogburn Estate

(left) Nola Jones, Oriane, 2010, aluminium armature, paper mache, found objects, oil paint, 89 x 39 x 20 cm (right) Life study by Dick Watkins

Mark Tedeschi:
Shooting Around Corners

Groovin: The story of Groovin the Moo

14 February - 27 April 2014

The Three O’s: Orban, Olsen and Ogburn

Showcase

2 May - 29 June 2014

7 March - 25 May 2014

14 February - 6 April 2014

Simone Paterson
108: everything, nothing, infinity

Between the Dusk and Dawn
The Life and Art of Vali Myers

30 May - 17 August 2014

11 April - 18 May 2014

ARTEXPRESS

Tallulah Cunningham
The Moving Finger Paints… a Hunter Valley
view of the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam

23 May - 6 July 2014

Dick Watkins: Life class

28 February - 4 May 2014

Agapitos Wilson Annual Event
9 May - 13 July 2014

Brett Alexander DomiKNITor

Nola Jones: Selected work

28 February - 4 May 2014

9 May - 13 July 2014
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ART, TYRRELL’S WINES &
PAELLA LUNCH
Like a day in Europe,
without the airfare

SATURDAY 29 MARCH

$90
Members

$100

non members/guests

RSVP 26 MARCH 2014
MRAG Members present a bus trip with a twist…

YOUR DAY:

• Depart MRAG 9.30am

• 1.00 Paella Lunch with Tyrrell’s wine

• Arrive Cessnock Regional Art Gallery 10.00

• 2.00 Wine-tasting with gourmet cheese selection

REFLECTIONS Exhibition by Brian Roberts and

and chance to purchase wine

Shirley Cameron Roberts, Floor Talk by Cessnock

• Robert’s famous afternoon tea

Regional Art Gallery Director John Barnes

• 3.00 Depart Tyrrell’s Winery

• 10.45 Depart CRAG

• 3.15 Raffles

• 11.30 Arrive Tyrrell’s Winery for champagne and

• Arrive MRAG 4.00pm

tour of vineyards and winery
• 12.30 Talk to Antonio Giner, our Spanish
Paella master

Seats are limited so book early!
Paella contains fish and shellfish
No high heels please

Bookings essential:
Call 02 4934 9859, email artgallery@maitland.nsw.gov.au, or drop into the art gallery.

M A I T L A N D RE G I O N A L A R T G A LLERY
MAITLAND
MAITLANDRE
REGIONAL
GIONALART
ARTGALLE
GALLERY
RYME
MEMBE
MBERS
RS++NE
NEWS
WSLE
LETTE
TTERR++AAUTUM
UTUM NN++ 55

COACH TRIPS 2014

BY Catherine Kingsmill

MRAG Members are pleased to announce an exciting agenda of

Sculpture by the Sea has become such a popular and crowded

coach trips this year. Our first trip on Saturday 29 March will focus

event that we are trying out a midweek visit this year, on

on some of the art, wine and food the Hunter Valley has to offer. We

Wednesday 5 November. Beginning at Tamarama, our trail ends on

will visit Cessnock Regional Art Gallery where Director John Barnes

Bondi Beach in time for a leisurely restaurant lunch or just fish and

will show us the latest exhibition of landscapes by Brian Roberts

chips on the beach.

and Shirley Cameron-Roberts. Next we pay a visit to our sponsors
TYRRELL’s, where we will tour the vineyards and get a backstage
glimpse of the winery. An authentic Spanish paella will be provided
by Antonio Giner, accompanied by a selection of Tyrrell’s wine and
followed by a wine-tasting and gourmet cheese platter. Numbers

Closer to home, the Sculpture in the Vineyards at Wollombi trip
will be held on Saturday 22 November. We look forward to another
great exhibition guided by the SINV curator, artists and education
officers with a great Trail for Children.

are strictly limited so members are invited to book early for this

The Tyrrell’s Wine & Paella and Biennale trips can be booked at

event, which promises to be “like a day in Europe, but without the

MRAG reception by calling 4934 9859.

airfare…or jetlag”. Antonio and Jean-Paul have promised to speak
French and Spanish on request.

DATES TO REMEMBER

Sydney plays host this year to its 19th Biennale. Themed YOU

Saturday 29 March

IMAGINE WHAT YOU DESIRE, the exhibition will include works by

Cessnock Gallery & Tyrrell’s Paella & Wine-tasting

over 90 artists from 31 countries. MRAG members have planned

Saturday 17 May

a trip on Saturday 17 May and will visit Cockatoo Island and the
Museum of Contemporary Art. Guaranteed to be thought-provoking,
this is a great opportunity to see some of the world’s best
contemporary artists in the glorious setting of Sydney Harbour.

19th Biennale of Sydney: You imagine what you desire

Saturday 9 August
The Archibald, Wynne and Sulman Prizes

Wednesday 5 November

The Archibald trip is always a highlight and members can expect

Sculpture by the Sea, Bondi

a great day as usual, with lunch in Surry Hills and a visit to a

Saturday 22 November

secret gallery location. Details next issue! Remember to keep

Sculpture in the Vineyards, Wollombi

9th August free for this.

Looking for something interesting, unique, beautiful, quirky or
locally crafted? We invite you to explore our Gallery Shop where you
will find the perfect gift.
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FROM THE DIRECTOR

BY JOE EISENBERG &
ANNA BUXTON SOLDAL

Brownie Downing, ceramic souvenir plates, c. 1950s, dimensions variable

Viola Edith “Brownie” Downing was born at Manly, Sydney in 1924.
Throughout her life she worked as a prolific illustrator. She died in
1995 at the age of 71 at her last home in the mountain village of Pal
in Andorra. She had lived the second half of her life entirely overseas
having left Australia in 1958 with her second husband.

As well as her original art work, Brownie produced a vast selection of
merchandise which found international acclaim. This included prints,
greeting cards, figurines, dolls, jewellery and children’s books. Her
output included items which late in life reflected the cultural identity of
where she lived or travelled.

Downing’s childhood was spent surrounded by bush reserves and
from a young age she began to draw children and the small animals,
flowers and trees which she saw around suburban Balgowlah. As well
her father’s interest in Aboriginal culture meant that there were many
books in her home on this particular subject and this too became
subject matter for her drawing and illustrations.

Brownie’s Aboriginal characters also found a niche market in Japan,
where a selection of her prints was transferred onto souvenir ceramic
pieces. These proved to be immensely popular and remain, even today
as highly collectable “pin dishes” and wall hanging plates.

While drawing Aboriginal children became her most successful
subject, Downing did not have direct contact with indigenous Australia.
This is the reason why she depicted her subjects in an idealised, naïve
fashion. However, it was an ability to capture sentimental beauty and
innocence of children of all nations that transcends any one culture.
“I’ve always believed that children need magic, and most of the scenes
I have painted are those which children love – full of fantasy and
colour”, said Downing.
According to Australian art historian Robert Holden, it is unlikely that
Downing’s stylised work would survive the more rigorous tests of
political correctness of contemporary society. However Holden believes
this is more a reflection of changing times and social values than of
Downing herself, as the 1950s was a time in which there was “still
a certain naivety, a certain sentiment that could be employed, or
enjoyed, that we have lost today”.

We have spent more than a year searching, collecting and purchasing
examples of this work to make it available to you, the customer, at
a reasonable price as a collector’s item. We, slightly at odds with
Holden, believe that some people will find them off-putting, indeed
inappropriate. Nevertheless they reflect a way of artistically depicting
Aboriginal children, and at times adults, by non-indigenous illustrators
working in a void.
Perhaps more importantly, Downing’s output does reflect a period
in Australian illustration and even art that reminds of a past which
no longer is acceptable. We do not burn books and as such need to
keep these representations of an art and craft that is frozen in time.
Downing, we suggest did not mean to be objectionable and these
ceramic dishes are quaint rather than embarrassing or distasteful.
Please purchase a “piece” of Brownie Downing and enjoy it at
whatever level you choose and make sure you enjoy it as much as the
pleasure I got in “finding” them.
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The Art Factory
is pleased to be hosting
Groovin: The Story of Groovin the Moo

BY Michelle Maartensz

Groovin the Moo 2013, photo taken by Michelle Maartensz

Groovin is a multi-media exhibition featuring graphics, objects,
video, music and writings from the archives of the Groovin’ the
Moo music festivals. The visually and technically diverse collection
of exhibits has been curated by Cattleyard Productions to allow
the audience unique insights into the artistic process that unfolds
before, during and after a music festival. It also highlights the
dynamic manner in which the separate worlds of festival-goers,
artists, staff, national media and local residents come together.
This year marks the 10 year anniversary of the only Australian
regional touring music festival that firmly has its roots in Maitland.
In 2005 the first Groovin the Moo was held in Gloucester and
moved to the Maitland Showgrounds in 2006. From there the
regional music event has become a national success.
The Art Factory will be hosting a range of exciting workshops in
association with the Groovin exhibition. Look at the web site and
our face book page for updates of events.
In addition to these workshops, MRAG is proud to host a number
of events to complement the diversity of exhibitions on display.
Meet Me At MRAG ties these activities together, encouraging
you to meets artists, meet locals, meet your friends old and new,
family and loved ones. For many of our visitors it can also be about
developing new ideas, passions and above all, enjoying lifelong

learning in and around the arts, head on. So this Autumn, Meet Me
At MRAG by joining in one of the many events on offer:

Art and Dementia
10.30am | Every Tuesday

Artist Talks
2pm | March 8
Tallulah Cunningham
11am | March 9
Mark Tedeschi AM QC in conversation
with Anna Waldmann, Art Adviser

Floor Talk
11am | March 20
Curator Kim Blunt discusses the DominKNITor exhibition
by artist Brett Alexander
11am | April 6
Maitland International Salon of Photography

Master Class
May 3 | Tallulah Cunningham

Tailored School workshops
Throughout the Showcase exhibition schools are invited to book a
workshop in our Art Factory workshop spaces.
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Meet OUR Member Artist:
Michelle Brodie

BY Catherine Kingsmill

Michelle Brodie

Michelle Brodie has been a member of MRAG for over fifteen

at Port Stephens in 2012 and exhibited this work in a solo show

years and a gallery tutor for as many years. Michelle lived in

‘Gunyahnut’ at Podspace Newcastle. She has most recently

Maitland while her children were young, but last year decided on

exhibited with Madeleine Kelman 11 pop-up gallery of which

a sea change and moved to Newcastle. A teacher of painting and

Jill Stowell recently wrote “… seven of them are among the area’s

drawing for over a decade at the Newcastle Art School (TAFE), this

best-known practising artists… Michelle Brodie’s watercolours

experience both complements and informs her own practice and

have a new looseness.”

she brings this expertise to her tutoring at MRAG.

Michelle uses sketchbooks constantly and considers it time

After studying fine art at Gymea TAFE and Canberra School of Art,

well spent to sit and draw. Her drawings are used mainly for

Michelle embarked on her art career and was twice recipient of

composition and ideas for painting. Michelle’s art practice works

the Pat Corrigan Artists Grant. She was invited in 2012 to exhibit

with symbols that refer to nostalgia and memory and lately says

at MRAG’s Inspiring Artists: recipients of the Pat Corrigan Artists’

she ‘finds humour an important and dominant element in her

Grant exhibition. She has exhibited in Newcastle with John Miller

work’. Michelle primarily investigates human relationships and

Gallery, Podspace Gallery and the John Paynter Gallery. Michelle

connectivity with the insignificant speck of humanity on the planet

was a founding member of the Pandora group of women artists

found in silly and funny scenes.

in Newcastle. She was granted the Gunyah artist-in-residence

Free ART SUNDAYS
EVERY SUNDAY 11 AM - 1 PM
For kids* ALL AGES and their families

*Adult supervision is required.
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Ripples of goodwill
FROM THE COLLECTION

BY Cheryl Farrell

(left) Roy Jackson, Last Light, 1996-1997, acrylic and oil canvas, 149 x 149 cm, Maitland Art Prize - Winner (right) Kim Westcott, Wattle III (Night), 2003,
relief drypoint on paper, 59 x 69cm, donated under the Australian Government’s Cultural Gifts Program by Geoffrey Hassall, 2013

The collections of regional galleries are often the starting point

McKenzie, Kim Westcott and Ildiko Kovaks donated artworks to

for curators when seeking artworks for specific exhibitions.

support the fundraising exhibition.

MRAG is always willing to lend artworks from our collection to
support exhibition curators and galleries. Last year, in a wonderful
combination of events, beginning with lending an artwork to
another gallery, ripples of goodwill swelled into waves of generosity
around one artist, Roy Jackson, and eventually ripples returned to

• Many people attended the fundraising event at Martin Browne
Contemporary in July and almost all the donated artworks were
sold. One supporter, Geoffrey Hassall, purchased Kim Westcott’s
relief drypoint, Wattle III (Night), 2003.
• Much to the delight of both MRAG and the artist Kim Westcott,

MRAG by way of gifts to our collection.

Geoffrey Hassall decided to donate the Westcott artwork to the
MRAG collection.

Ripples of goodwill
• Early in 2013 MRAG was contacted by curators Sioux Garside
and Terence Maloon to lend a painting from the MRAG collection
for a large Roy Jackson retrospective exhibition planned for the
Drill Hall Gallery, ANU, Canberra, 27 September - 3 November

• Around the same time we were very fortunate to accept
donations to the MRAG collection from Ildiko Kovaks and
Alexander McKenzie of a selection of their own works.
• Sadly, Roy Jackson died in July 2013, before the retrospective

2013. The acrylic and oil on canvas painting, Last Light, 1996-

exhibition at The Drill Hall opened. The exhibition, Roy Jackson:

1997, is the only Roy Jackson work in the MRAG collection.

Retrospective Exhibition 1963-2013, was well received and

We were fortunate to acquire the work as the winner of the

reviewed. Jackson’s last work was itself the result of generosity

Acquisitive Maitland Art Prize in 1997.

of family and friends, who were asked to create images on small

• To support the Drill Hall exhibition artist Ildiko Kovaks, a close
friend of Roy Jackson, and Martin Browne Contemporary Gallery
coordinated the Auction Fundraiser Exhibition, Homage to Roy
Jackson, at Martin Browne Contemporary, 21 July - 23 July 2013.
• Thirty eight renowned Australian artists, including Elisabeth

plywood panels (which Jackson himself called “gifts” when they
were returned to him). The panels were reworked by Jackson,
then constructed into one large artwork, Night, 2013 (Clinamen
series). Art writer John McDonald described this work as a
masterful and ‘moving last testament - made in the shadow of
death, filled with the promise of new life’.

Cummings, Suzanne Archer, David Fairbairn, Alexander
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THE GALLERY SHOP

BY Maree Skene

(left) Anna Buxton Soldal (original artwork) (centre) Zina Kurtschenko (right) Lois Parish-Evans

You need only to set foot in Maitland Regional Art Gallery (MRAG)

Lois Parish-Evans’ work is a relatively recent addition to the Gallery

to be dazzled by the vast array of crafted items on display in the

Shop. Her cards are informed by her artistic practice in the field

Gallery Shop. In this issue of Artel we turn our attention towards a

of fibre textiles. Each card is an adaptation of one of her original

group of items that might not immediately capture one’s attention,

thread paintings. The beauty and vibrancy of the natural world is

however with a closer look at the delights to be found in the Gallery

explored in Parish-Evans’ works and lends these cards a sense of

Shop the genius of the ‘artist made card’ is discovered.

calmness and tranquility.

Artist-made cards range from one-off originals to small printed

The cards of Anna Buxton Soldal are a gift in themselves. Each

editions. If you have a passion for giving and are looking for

one is an original, meticulously created with immense care and

something a little out of the ordinary, below is a small sample of

control. Creatures and characters are brought to life in a wash of

the vast range on offer within the Gallery Shop.

bright watercolours, inked lines and snippets of fabric. A homage to

Zina Kurtschenko is an artist who works in the mediums of

life and creativity, they are destined to be treasured.

painting, drawing and pottery. Her cards are full of humour and

In addition to the artists featured in this article the Gallery Shop

quirky characters and are a perfect way to brighten anyone’s day,

stocks cards by: Olivia Parsonage, Marg Harvey, Jerry Ray, Donna

as I am sure you will agree the card shown here, “You did it!,”

Sharam, Nanshe Designs, Margaret McBride and Dorothy Heibel.

exemplifies.

Make sure you come down and visit the MRAG team to view these
fabulous creations and many more!

VENUE HIRE AT MRAG
In addition to the gallery’s exciting exhibition
program MRAG is a multipurpose site that welcomes
enquiries from community groups, business,
government agencies and private individuals
interested in utilising the venue for events.
Please contact Kate Bugeja for further information
regarding venue hire and facilities.
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Children’s birthday parties at the art gallery
are lots of fun and creative too...
Each party is led by our artist host who creates 2 themed
art activities for each party with party bags and
decorations included as well!

MAITLAND REGIONAL ART GALLERY

